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Science 5A


The track I made is called The Wonders of the Ocean


	 Our assignment was to spend this summer wondering. I spent a 
good amount of my summer in Denmark by the ocean, and what a 
mysterious, fun, amazing place to be. I don’t know much about the ocean, 
nobody does, so I let my imagination take me there. I wondered about the 
animals, the minerals, the plants, and more. The world below us is a 
mystery, and I wanted to capture that in a song.


	 I have synesthesia so I could easily mix colors and images to the 
sounds, making this even more fun for me to make. 


	 You can hear the sounds of the seagulls and waves. I used this in 
order to take my listeners to the setting, so they would recognize where I 
was taking them. This song is almost like a dive, you begin with the 
sounds of the ocean above ground, then listen to the world in it, and when 
you come up for air, you are back in the sand. This simple sound allows 
you to begin and end in a place many people love. 


	 The second significant sound was made more for the feeling of 
discovery. You are just entering the water, absorbing the surroundings, 
beginning your journey. This was very fun to make because it started the 
story and I wanted the listener to be dragged in. 


	 The steel drum that is heard next are the mollusks. I envision them 
opening and closing continuously. What are they made of? Where do they 
live specifically? So many questions for these tiny things. I thought and 
wondered about these a lot because in Copenhagen, I ate 100 mussels. 
Yes, they were delicious. 


	 Next,  you hear bongos (one of my favorite types of drums). When I 
play the bongo, it sounds like I am hitting the sea turtles’ shells. (I am 
guessing). The sizes can impact the different sounds, and there is a range 
of those sounds in this song. 




	 The maracas are a small addition that my sister did :-). It is like small 
fish, they are very small, but attract attention, so other ocean colleagues 
know that they are there. 


	 After that, there is a creepy yet serene sound. In my mind, it is very 
graceful, I can see whales flipping when swimming and shooting the water 
out of their spouts. 


	 Then come the stingrays. To me, it sounds like electricity, the shock. 
I definitely want to know the science behind these animals. 


	 Next you can hear octopi. This sounds a lot like music from Stranger 
Things and there is a monster that remind me of them. I can see the 
tentacles floating up and down. 


	 The last animal is the SHARK. My dad and I watch a lot of shark tv 
shows. I have learned that these animals are misunderstood, so I used the 
electric guitar to create mystery. The image of the sharks coming up closer 
to you and then the mood shifts to show that they don’t want to hurt you. 


	 At the end, almost all of the instruments are playing together to show 
the unity of all of the creatures in the ocean. They have their own world 
and I want to find out more about it. 


	 After that, you are back at the beach, your journey has ended, but 
you are left with even more wondering. 


How I made this: 


	 I made this using Garage Band. I mixed my own drumming with 
synthesizers and instruments available on the software. This was super fun 
to make! 


